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Satellite Orbits: A simple device to dernon
IlItrate satellite orbits is this curved lable.
A steel sphere. released from the demon
strator's hand. follows a path very like
that of a descending Earth satellite, moving
closer to the model Earth with each circuit.
Because of iric::Uon between the steel ball
ilnd the table over which it rolls, the analogy
with an actud sa.tellite operating in space is
not complete, but the device is useful for
Visualizing various aspects of satellite entry
Into the atmosphere. The curvature of the
table is intended to sUnutate the way in
which gravitational attraction increases near
tloe Earth's surface.

Atmosphere Entry Sinudator: The £light of
a ballistic missile as it enters the Ea.rth's
atmosphere is duplicated in the Ames Labo
ratory's Atmosphere Entry SUnutator. Thl!:
devke combines a specially shaped super
sonic nozzle with a high speed lun to dupli
cate both the flight of the missile and the
changing density of the atmosphere through
which it trave". At the left is a storage
tank for high pressure air. Next is the
trumpet shaped noitzle, ending in a large
pipe connected to a vacuum sphere outside
the test chamber. Not visible in this photo
graph is the high speed gun for model
launching. Technicians are adjusting two
of the .018 shadowgraph stations which make
accurate picture and tUne records of a
model flight.. When a gun-launched model
fiies at full re-entry speed into the simu
lator nozzle, it experiences during a few
thousandths of. a second the decelerations,
stresses, pressures and temperatures of
actual entry. The simulator can quickly
and economically determine in the labora
tory whether a specific design can survive
atmosphere entry.

Moon Missions: Diagram of various types
of "Moon Miasions" showing a satellite in
orbit around the Earth, a Moon impact shot,
an orbit ll.round the Moon once and return
to Earth. and a multiple orbiting of the
Moon and return to Earth.

Inflatable Satellites: Extremely lightweight
inflatable satellites made of micro-thin
plastic covered with aluminum foil have
bee:n devised by scientists at LaDj;ley Labo
ratory. These satellites will be u$ed as
radar targets and lor measuring air den
sity and other characteristics of space.

These $ateHiles will be propelled into
space in a dellated condition, ejected into
orbit and automatically inflated by a nitro
gen gas cartridge. Gas pressure is then
allowed to escape to prevent the satellite
from becoming propulsive in the event of
puncture by a micrometeorite. Aluminum
foil permits the satellites to maintain shape
after pressure is released.
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Hypervelocity Ballistic Range: Neweat of
the resea.t"ch tools of the Antes Laboratory
i. the Hypervelocity Ballistic Range. A
light-gas gun capable cl launching 3/4-
inch aerodynamic models at speeds up to
16,000 miles per hOll.!, ill located between
the large sphere in the !orearaund and the
tank aho'Wl1 at the rear. Tech.nicians are
adjusting the high-pressure couplings
which link segments of the gun barrel. The
sphere in the foreground is needed to ab
sorb the blast of gases which rush from the
rear of the gun during the £iring cycle. Be
yond the view of the camera is a tank 500
feet long and 8 feet in diameter through
which models fly during tests. New know
ledge to contribute to solving the problems
of atmosphere re-entry comes !rom. fadli
tiel like this.

Test Vehicle Firing: A five-stage, rocket
powered, instrumented tellt vehide is
£ired at the NACA Pilotless Aircraft Re
search Station at Wallops Island, Virginia.
to obtain infonnation useful in t.he design
of ballistic rnbsiles, satellites and space
craft. Speeds of more than 11.000 miles
per hour (Mach 16) and altitudes of ZOO
miles have been reached by NACA rocket
researcb vehicles which are powered by
readily available and relatively inexpen
sive. solid fuel rockets.

lon-Propulsion Model: Stan Oomitz (PAD)
is shown operating a miniature laboratory
ion-propulsion model which produces thrust
detected by tbe oscillatina arm mounted on
the model. Electric propulsion. systems,
such as ion jets, are believed best suited
for interplanetary travel or space craft
control because of their ability to operate on
much smaller propellant requiTements then
either chemical or nudear rockets.

A Hypothetical Space Craft Model equipped
with the components a[ a typical electric
propulsion system. A nuclear :reactor is
located at the foremost extremity of the
craIt at the left. lnlmediately behind the
reactor are a neutron shield. a heat ex
changer. a ga.rn.ma ray shield, and the pro
pellant. The tank-like structure near the
cente:r of the model houses turbogenerating
equipment through which the working fluid
!Tom the heat exchiUlger ia pumped before
circulation within the large radiator just
aIt of lhis structure. There excess heat. is
dissipated into space. At the rear of the
model a:re two crew cabins, a landing ve
hide. and ill ring-shaped propellant accele
rator. While this model shows the basic
components of all. electrical propulsion
system it is not intended to be representa
tive of a prototype space craft.




